PREFACE
The Department of Economic Affairs, Transport and Telecommunication (EVT) is pleased to present its Macro
Monitor Report for Year-end 2013 and Economic Outlook for 2014 on selected key macroeconomic indicators.
This publication provides an overview of the economic developments on various sectors for 2013 as compared to
the year 2012 and the anticipated developments for the year 2014. These sectors include the International
Sector, the External sector, the Fiscal Sector and the Monetary sector.
Apart from this publication serving as a basis to provide its readers with an insight to the economic developments
of St. Maarten, it is imperative to note that it is also the intention to provide potential investors with resourceful
information to encourage and stimulate investment into the economy of St. Maarten.
A brief synopsis on the economic developments to date can be considered as very encouraging. The economy
continues to experience growth over the years, even though the growth of 2013 dropped slightly when compared
to 2012. However, for 2014 based on projected economic developments on the international front, primarily in the
U.S. which is our main trade market, the positive feedback from key local stakeholders regarding investment
plans for 2014 and the Government capital investment plans for 2014, the projected economic outlook for 2014 is
positive with further economic growth.
EVT would like to extend a heartfelt “Thank You” to all private and public sector stakeholders and entities that
have contributed to the success of this publication and we would like to encourage all readers to pursue this
publication and share this information with business partners, friends and other persons who may have interest in
the same.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Department of Economic Affairs, Transportation and Telecommunication (EVT) produce on a quarterly basis
the Macro Monitor. This publication of the year end Macro Monitor provides an overview of the macro-economic
developments of St. Maarten in 2013 and economic outlook for 2014.
A brief overview of the preliminary estimates on key indicators for 2013 includes; GDP growth with an estimated
1.1 percent growth. This growth was propelled by increased activity in the external sector, namely; cruise and
stay over industry, added with the increased activity in the construction industry by both the private and public
sector.
Cruise tourism increased 1.9 percent when compared to 2012; this increase was notable in the last quarter with
its spike in arrivals; while stay-over arrivals increased 2.3 percent due to increased chartered flights from the
Canada and Ecuador via Trinidad and Tobago. Combined Occupancy (Hotel and Timeshare) for the entire year
2013 was recorded at 69 percent compared to 63.3 percent for 2012. This represents an increase of 5.7 percent.
The factors responsible for such increase in 2013 are; the increase and hosting of well-known activities, namely;
the Heineken Regatta and the Video X Games, which drew a number of persons to the island and increased all
inclusive promotional packages offered by hotels during the year 2013.
Inflation recorded a decrease to 2.5 percent for 2013 down from 4.0 percent in 2012. This decrease is
substantiated with the dropping prices of both oil and food on the world market. Other indicators include: exports
increasing by 1.0 percent totaling Naf 2.1 billion. On the other hand, imports also increased 1.3 percent totaling
Naf 1.9 billion. A trade surplus is estimated for 2013, since the nominal value of exports is estimated higher than
imports, as have been the experience over the last three years.
For the period January to December, Government revenues amounted to an estimated Naf 422.0 million which is
a 6.4 percent decrease compared to the Naf 450.9 million collected during the same period for 2012. This excess
in revenues in 2012, was due to the release provision of provision amounting to Naf 39.9 and release of other
payables amounting to Naf 6.7 million. These amounts were considered as other revenues from businesses for
2012. Also should be noted, is that the revenues collected for 2013 includes concession of Naf 10 million that
relates to the years 2015 and 2016.
With expenditures, this also decreased by 1.7 percent when comparing the same period. Total expenditures were
Naf 426.9 million in 2013 compared to 434.3 million in 2012. Analysis of the financial developments for 2013
indicates that there was a fiscal deficit of Naf 4.9 million, since the expenditures were more than the revenues.
The gap in expenditures was financed through the use of banking reserves of the government.
Analysis of the International Sector and the various regions showed signs of growth and recovery for 2013. The
economic performance of these regions was also compared to their arrival performance to St. Maarten. These
include the U.S. which had an estimated GDP growth of 1.8 percent, had increased arrivals to St. Maarten by 4.9
percent. The Caribbean region which had an average 2 percent growth in 2013 presented arrivals increase to St.
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Maarten of 2.7 percent. The South American region presented an average 3.7 percent GDP growth and arrivals
to St. Maarten with 1.2 percent growth for 2013. Markets faced with economic woes for the year 2013 were
Europe that had a 0.6 percent average GDP growth and the Rest of the World. Both these markets had
decreasing numbers with regards to arrivals to St. Maarten. Europe decreased 1.1 percent and Rest of the World
deceased 8.1 percent in arrivals to St. Maarten for 2013.
Based on the department’s research and analysis of the various economic developments within the region and on
an international level, St. Maarten’s economic outlook for 2014 is of a positive growth. Preliminary projections on
key economic indicators are; real GDP growth of 1.4 percent, inflation to decrease to 1.9 percent, cruise arrival to
increase 1.2 percent, stay over arrivals to increase 1.1 percent. The increase in growth and the tourism
developments are attributed to the projected growth in the U.S. economy and other markets taking into
consideration the U.S. is St. Maarten’s leading contributor of an average 62 percent towards St. Maarten’s stay
over tourism. With the projected growth in the U.S., we are assuming s trickle-down effect on St. Maarten’s
economy, added with the projected growth from other economies. The projected decrease in inflation is attributed
to continued drop in the world oil and food prices. From the trade sector, exports are projected to grow 1.4
percent, while imports are also projected to grow 1.1 percent for 2014. With this development there is a projected
trade surplus for 2014 likewise. Once again EVT would like to reiterate that the estimated forecasting figures are
preliminary since they are derived from the economic developments of the various sectors during each quarter.
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INTRODUCTION
This Year End Macro Monitor edition provides a general overview of the economic developments in the world and
in particular St. Maarten for the year 2013 including the economic outlook or expectations of the main economic
indicators for 2014. First, a brief overview of the assumptions and conventions and the possible risks and
forecasting assessments are covered. This is followed by each chapter which provides an overview of the
economic developments of key sectors and the economic outlook for that individual sector for 2014.
In producing this report, data from stakeholders are compiled, collated and analyzed using an excel spreadsheet,
termed “Smaartmodel” to tabulate the economic developments of 2013 and calculate quantitative projections for
2014. This macro model is an analytical tool used to present a holistic view of the operation of the economy. It
was built from scratch using past historical data on the various sectors of the economy, and is now in its
operational stage. The “Smaartmodel” is a tool used to monitor economic developments, analyze the possible
economic impact of policy measures on the economy and provide forecasts on key economic data and its
developments which can be discussed with the many stakeholders on St. Maarten.
The data appearing in this Year End 2013 report and Outlook for 2014 are compiled by the Department of
Economic Affairs, Transportation and Telecommunication. Sources include the Central Bank of Curaçao and St.
Maarten, the Department of Finance, the Statistical Department, the St. Maarten Tourism Bureau, the St. Maarten
Harbour Holding Companies, and the St. Maarten Hospitality & Trade Association.
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Table 1: St. Maarten's Macro-Economic Data Estimates
Indicators

2011

2012

2013e

2014f

Real GDP Growth %

0.3

1.5

1.1

1.4

Inflation (%)

4.6

4.0

2.5

1.8

Unemployment Rate %

12

12

11

11

Population*1000

38

38

39

39

Employment by enterprises *1000

20

20

20

21

Export (mil Naf)

1,842

2,095

2,171

2,235

Imports (mil Naf)

1,736

1,838

1,901

1,972

Exports (%)

7.0

11.4

1.5

0.8

Imports (%)

1.0

3.7

1.3

1.6

Current Account in % of GDP

-2.8

7.2

7.7

7.5

Government Revenues (Naf Million)

418

451

422

423

Government Expenditures (Naf Million)

465

433

443

441

Financial Surplus (+) deficit (-)

-47

18

-21

-18

Cruise Arrival('000)

1,656

1,754

1,787

1,809

Stay over Arrivals ('000)

424

457

467

472

Total Visitors ('000)

2,080

2,210

2,254

2,281

Tourism Receipts (Naf. Millions)

1,287

1,507

1,571

1,622

Source: EVT, Ministry of Finance, STAT,CBCS
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Key Figures, Assumptions and Conventions
Based on the short to medium term estimates of the “Smaartmodel”, selected key indicators of St. Maarten’s
economy are chosen and analyzed in Table 1.
St. Maarten has experienced slightly lower growth for the year 2013 when compared to the year 2012, largely due
to the external developments of the U.S. and European economies. Real GDP is estimated to have grown in
2013 to an estimated 1.1 percent. This estimate is justified by the developments within the external sector in
which St. Maarten experienced 1.9 percent increase in cruise passengers, 2.3 percent increase in stay-over and
an annual average of 69 percent of occupancy rate with both hotels and timeshare combined. The growth of the
economy is also fueled by the construction sector, which recorded a growth driven by public investments in
infrastructure.
While the 2009 unemployment rate was 12.2 percent, EVT’s estimate for 2013 is a reduction in the rate of
unemployment to 11 percent. Exports of goods and services showed an estimated growth of 1.0 percent in 2013.
This increase was mainly stemmed from the fact that the growth in the external sector; namely Cruise tourism
and Stay-over tourism in 2012 was higher than that of 2013. It should be noted that about 72% of total exports of
St. Maarten pertains to the tourism sector.

Imports showed an estimated 1.3 percent increase for 2013; this estimate can be attributed to the increased
consumer spending and aggregate demand. Compared to 2012 the increase in imports was lower in 2013.
Overall, St. Maarten’s economy has shown favorable growth for the year 2013, despite the slow recovery of the
global economy. The overall performance or economic boost is fueled by the performance in the external sector
and the increase in public and private investment which eventually impacted positively in the construction
industry.
Inflation for 2013 decreased from 4.0 percent in 2012 to 2.5 percent in 2013. This can attributed by the decrease
on the world oil and food prices during the year.
For 2014, based on EVT’s research and consultation, world economic growth is expected to accelerate supported
by increased output growth in the advanced economies. St. Maarten will benefit particularly from the projected
improvement of the United States. Therefore, real GDP in St. Maarten is projected to expand by 1.4 percent in
2014 driven by increased activities in the tourism and transportation sectors. Inflationary pressures will ease to
1.9 percent due mainly to a projected further decline in international oil and food prices.
The Global economy for the year 2013 improved slightly with little growth. At the close of 2013, the developments
for St. Maarten’s economy are estimated as follows:
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St. Maarten’s economy expanded by 1.1 percent for the year 2013; Further increase of 1.4 percent
projected for 2014

unemployment rate is estimated to have slightly decreased to 11 percent; This is projected to remain
stable for 2014

the fiscal deficit has increased for 2013;

the inflation has decreased to 2.5% for 2013; Further decrease of 1.9 percent are projected for 2014

Exports (volume) increased by 1.5 percent; further increase of 0.8 percent is projected for 2014

Imports (volume) increased by 1.3 percent in 2013; further increase of 1.6 percent is projected for
2014

Cruise Arrival to St. Maarten grew 1.9 percent in 2013, totaling 1,785,670 passengers; Preliminary
projections are of a slower growth in 2014 of 1.2 percent totaling 1,806,400 passengers

Stay-over Arrivals to St. Maarten grew 2.3 percent in 2013, totaling 467,259 arrivals; Preliminary
projections of a slower growth in 2014 of 1.1 percent totaling 472,215 arrivals.
At the time of this report production, data for some indicators for the last quarter of 2013 were still unavailable.
These include; the banking totals and the balance of payment figures for 2013. In this case, best estimates were
provided where applicable and therefore, the figures presented above could slightly change based on realized
figures. Nonetheless, these indicators give the trends for 2013.


CHAPTER 1: INTERNATIONAL SECTOR
For the year 2013, St. Maarten stay-over arrivals from the various monitored regions showed an increase with the
exception for the European market and the Rest of the World (which includes countries of the Asian Continent).
The North American region, which is St. Maarten’s leading contributing region, had a 4.9 percent growth when
compared to 2012. Other regions with growth when compared to 2012 include; the Caribbean region with 2.7
percent and the South American region with 1.2 percent growth. This is illustrated in the table below.

Caribbean
Europe
North America
South America
Rest of the World
Total

Table 2: Passenger Arrivals as per Region Jan - Dec 2012/2013
2012
2013
% Change
% contribution
24,236
24,895
2.72
5.33
105,196

104,019

-1.12

22.26

278,964
15,633
32,691
456,720

292,488
15,820
30,037
467,259

4.85
1.20
-8.12
2.31

62.60
3.39
6.43
100.00
Source: STB/EVT
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Recent Global Events
EVT continues to monitor international developments as we are heavily dependent on tourism, any developments
within the international sector or environment can impact our local economy.
As global growth is in low gear, new policy challenges are being raised because the drivers of activity are
changing. As advanced economies are growing again, continued financial sector repair, pursuing of fiscal
consolidation, and inciting job growth must be taken into consideration. On the other hand, the emerging market
economies face the dual challenges of slowing growth and tighter global financial conditions.
North America
The U.S. economy appears to have ended 2013 on a strong note reaching an estimated 1.8 percent growth for
the year. The unemployment rate fell to 6.7% in December, but the drop came mainly from workers leaving the
labor force. Inflation remained tamed as the year came to an end. During the year 2013, the U.S. took measures
known as quantitative easing to combat the weakness of the market. In the month of November in the wake of a
wider trade deficit, analysts had cut their growth forecasts.
With the aforementioned on the U.S. economy, we have noted that for the period January- December 2013 an
average 62.6 percent of St. Maarten’s stay-over tourists originated from the North American region, despite the
cost cutting measures that the U.S. implemented during the year 2013.

Europe
During the year 2013, the euro zone avoided further recession and showed signs of recovery. Inflation took a
downward trend for most of the countries. For example, France and Germany showed signs of GDP growth in the
last quarter of 2013 due to a surge in industrial output, marking a welcome turnaround for the euro zone's largest
economies. Likewise, the Netherlands economy accelerated as well in the last quarter of 2013, even though
inflation remained on a decreasing trend at the close of the year.
The slow recovery of the European economies for 2013 had very little impact on the stay-over arrivals to St.
Maarten. As illustrated in the table 2 above, arrivals from this region decreased 1.1 percent when compared to
2012 while maintaining a 22.3 percent contribution to the overall stay-over sector.
Rest of the World
This region consists of countries within the Asian, African continent. The Asian Pacific economies have shown
some strong signs of recovery in economic activity with rising exports and stabilizing of inflation for 2013. China,
which is the largest economy in that region, gained some momentum since mid-year 2013 after a protracted
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slowdown. While it was expected to lose steam as the government reins in rampant credit growth and demand for
China's exports remains subdued, activity has remained strong into the close of 2013.
For 2013, however, the overall performance from this region to St. Maarten’s stay-over tourism was weak, in that
arrivals from this region had a decrease of 8.1 percent for 2013.
South America & Caribbean
Average economic growth in Latin America and the Caribbean declined during the year 2013. Weakness in the
global economy caused mainly by difficulties in Europe and the United States, has affected growth in South
America and the Caribbean.1 As indicated in the table below real GDP growth declined from 2.9 percent to 2.8
percent over the period. Additionally, growth has been subdued because of weak external demand, volatility in
international capital flows and tightening monetary policy especially in the South American region.

Table 3: Average South American/Caribbean Economic Indicators 2012-2013
GDP Growth %
Inflation
2012
2013
% Change
% contribution
3.7
3.8
11.2
10.7
South American Economies
2.0
1.8
3.8
3.8
Caribbean Economies
Average
2.9
2.8
7.5
7.3
Source: Latin American Monitor Jan. 2014/ Global Monitor Jan. 2014/EVT

Average Inflation also declined which can be substantiated with the fact of dropping world oil prices. Additionally,
Inflation is eased significantly in line with weaker growth.
Despite the average decline of real GDP growth in the Caribbean economies, stay-over arrivals from that region
for the year 2013 increased by 2.7 percent when compared to the year 2012. This constitutes to 5.3 percent of
overall stay-over arrivals for St. Maarten. Likewise, the preceding situation highlighted on the South American
region did not affect St. Maarten’s stay-over arrivals negatively, but rather presented a slight increase of 1.2
percent when compared to the year 2012. This is illustrated in table 2.
GLOBAL OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES FOR ST. MAARTEN IN 2014
With St. Maarten’s vulnerability to external shocks as a small island economy and the prospective effect of
developed countries economic directions and policy decisions, monitoring global developments is of utmost

1

Notes: BMI/ EVT Estimate. Caribbean= Barbados, Guyana, Jamaica, Dominican Republic, Trinidad & Tobago and Puerto Rico. South America= Argentina Brazil and Chile.
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importance for St. Maarten. Thereby, we are able to maximize the economic opportunities and minimize possible
effects through proper planning.

Markets
Caribbean

Table 4: Stay-over Arrivals Projections by Markets
2013 Stay-over
2014 Stay-over Arrivals
Diff.
Arrivals Actuals
Projections
1,457
24,895
26,352

Estimated %
change
5.9

North America

292,488

293,671

1,183

0.4

Europe

104,019

104,137

118

0.1

South America

15,820

16,389

569

3.6

Rest of the World

30,037
467,259

31,666
472,215

1,629

5.4

Total

4,956

1.1

Source: EVT/ St. Maarten Tourism Bureau

Based on analysis and monitoring of economic developments within the various markets, EVT’s projection of
stay-over arrivals to St. Maarten from various regions is projected to have an increase of 1.1 percent for 2014.
This is illustrated in the figure above, where the Caribbean has a projection of 5.9 percent, North America with 0.4
percent, Europe with 0.1 percent, South America with 3.6 percent and the Rest of The World with 5.4 percent.
According to the World Bank, economic growth is projected for the global economy in 2014 due to the easing of
fiscal consolidation measures in high-income countries. For the countries in the North American region as
observed in table 5 below, average real GDP is projected to grow to 2.6 percent against the 1.8 percent for 2013.

North America
USA
Canada
Average

Table 5: North American Forecast 2013-2014
Real GDP Growth (%)
Inflation (Average, %)
Current Account (% of GDP)
2013e
2014f
2013e
2014f
2013e
2014f
1.8
2.8
1.7
2.1
-2.6
-2.5
1.7
2.3
1.1
1.7
-3.1
-2.8
1.8
2.6
1.4
1.9
-2.9
-2.7
Source: Global Macro Monitor-February 2014/EVT

For the U.S. market being St. Maarten’s most significant trading partner and largest contributing market towards
the tourism sector, the outlook is positive for 2014. The U.S. economy is projected to grow 2.8 percent this year,
faster than last year's 1.8 percent expansion. Additionally, at the close of 2013 the U.S. recorded the lowest rate
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of unemployment in 6 years thereby implicating growth in the various sectors of the economy. Likewise, we see
this region’s deficit on the current account which is relatively low and decreasing in 2014 compared to 2013. With
this type of development in the U.S., St. Maarten can expect a positive spin off in terms of its economic
development and trade for 2014. These include growth in cruise arrivals, stay-over arrivals and marine docking.
Generally, growth in the U.S is normally impacted on St. Maarten taking into consideration over 60 percent of St.
Maarten’s arrivals are from the North American region. From this region the projected arrival to St. Maarten is
estimated 296,671 arrivals for 2014, which is a 0.4 percent increase (1,183 more stay-over tourists) compared to
the actuals of 2013.
The downside of the economic development in the North American region is the increase in average inflation
moving from 1.4 percent to 1.9 percent as observed above. Since most of St. Maarten’s consumable imports
originate from this region, it is highly possible that such increase in prices will be passed on to St. Maarten.
The European region which on average contributes 22 percent to St. Maarten’s overall tourist arrivals is presently
experiencing a rather snail pace movement towards reform and development of the tradable sector of the
economy. The net result is that structural rebalancing in Europe will take time and prospective growth is expected
to be low in and beyond 2014.

Table 6: : Europe Forecast 2013-2014

Europe

Real GDP Growth (%)

Inflation (Average, %)

Current Account (% of GDP)

2013e

2014f

2013e

2014f

2013e

2014f

Netherlands

-1

0.5

2.9

2

7.2

7

Italy

-1.8

0.4

1.1

0.9

0.6

0.8

France

0

0.5

1.4

1.5

-1.9

-1.7

Russia

1.4

2.1

6.8

5.8

2.8

1.9

Other Europe

1.5

1.7

3.0

2.9

4.7

4.2

Average

0.6

1.4

2.3

2.2
4.6
4.3
Source: Global Macro Monitor-February 2014/EVT

From the above table 6, this region is estimated to have an average GDP growth of 1.4 percent and average
inflation easing to 2.2 percent down from 2.3 percent for 2013. From the countries in Europe listed in the table
above, only France has a deficit on the current account. On average these countries have a higher surplus on
their current account as percentage of GDP compared to North America, meaning that their export sectors are
relatively stronger. Europe is expected to have a lower real GDP growth than North America in 2014. In Europe,
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the Netherland’s economy is expected to move out of recession and could mean some extra tourist arrivals to St.
Maarten. Moreover, our neighbor French St. Martin could have some positive effects of the French economy
growing. Taking into consideration the slow growth pattern of this region, the outstanding economic hurdles to
further boost growth and ensure a relaxation of fiscal austerity, the likelihood of this region having a great
contribution to St. Maarten’s economic performance for 2014 is somewhat limited. From this region the projected
arrivals to St. Maarten is estimated at 104,137, which is a 0.1 percent increase (118 more stay-over tourists)
compared to the actuals of 2013.

South America

Table 7: South American Forecast 2013-2014
Inflation (Average, %)
Real GDP Growth (%)

Argentina

2013e
3.2

2014f
2.9

2013e
25

2014f
22.0

2013e
-1.0

2014f
-0.7

Brazil
Chile

2.3
4.3

2.4
4.2

6.2
2.0

5.7
3.1

-4.1
-3.2

-4.5
-3.1

Average

3.3

3.2

11.1

Current Account (% of GDP)

10.3
-2.8
-2.8
Source: Global Macro Monitor- February 2014/EVT

The outlook for the South American region is bleak for 2014. Argentina’s economy is expected to decline by 0.3
percent (the difference between 3.2 and 2.9) for 2014, as illustrated in the above table. Continued sluggish global
demand, high local inflation, poor grain harvests and government import and currency controls will continue to
take a toll on the economy unless new fiscal and structural reforms are implemented. Inflation however, is
projected to decline for 2014.
Brazil is expected to experience economic growth for 2014, taking into consideration the global events set for
2014 into 2016. The increases in consumption, investment and trade, as well as the rise of strategic sectors, can
lead to growth likewise exceeding the targets. Inflation is projected to decrease, as a result of proposed tightening
liquidity conditions of the Brazilian Central Bank.
Improvement in the South American region will depend on the region’s ability to strengthen global demand for
exports and more importantly, withstand geopolitical forces and address nagging domestic issues that can hold
the region back. From this region the projected arrivals to St. Maarten is estimated at 16,389 for 2014, which is a
3.6 percent increase compared to the actuals of 2013.
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Table 8: Caribbean Forecast 2013-2014
Caribbean

Barbados
Guyana
Jamaica
Puerto Rico
Trinidad &Tobago
Dominican Republic
Average

Real GDP Growth (%)
2013e
-0.5
4.3
0.8
-0.5
2.5
3.1
1.6

2014f
-0.4
4.0
1.8
0.3
2.6
3.9
2.0

Current Account (%
Inflation (Average,%)
of GDP)
2013e
2014f
2013e
2014f
2.5
4
-8.7
-7.1
2.6
3.5
-14.3
-12.5
7.5
7
-10.6
-9.8
1.5
2.5
-0.4
0.3
6.2
7
10.8
10.9
4.9
5.1
-3.4
-2.6
4.2
4.9
-4.4
-3.5
Source: Global Macro Monitor- February 2014/EVT

The Caribbean region contributes on average 4 percent to St. Maarten’s stay-over arrivals. For 2014, the
economic outlook for this region is positive, projecting to have an average GDP growth of 2.0 percent despite the
need for more structural changes and reinforcement of economic discipline in this region’s economy. Inflation is
expected to increase slightly from 4.2 percent in 2013 to 4.9 percent in 2014, with Jamaica and Trinidad and
Tobago having the highest inflations in the region. Most of the islands in the region have a deficit on their current
account, with Trinidad and Tobago as an oil exporter, being the exception to this rule. Guyana has the highest
deficit on the current account in this region putting pressure on the value of its currency. The measures being
taken will inevitably enable the region to strengthen the fundamental sources of permanent growth: more saving,
more investment, higher productivity and more technological change, which will increase potential production
capacity to expand more in the medium term. With such measures being implemented, St. Maarten can definitely
benefit through increased marketing of the island to that region taking into consideration the economic spin off
and improved well-being of it citizens. From this region the projected stay-over arrivals for 2014 is 26,352 which is
a 5.9 percent increase compared to 2013.
Other challenges especially for the tourism sector, are the strengthening of the marketing of St. Maarten as a
destination and the emerging destinations and growing competition from the neighboring islands as they develop
their tourism product. As noticed at the end of 2013, economic reforms in Cuba are also setting the stage for
mass tourism which can be a very strong competitor to St. Maarten for the U.S. market. In the first half of the last
century, Cuba was the main destination for the U.S. market. It is expected that if this market opens again, tourists
will shift from some Caribbean islands, possibly including St. Maarten, to Cuba. In this regard, diversification of
St. Maarten’s economy to other markets and other sectors are to be taken into consideration.
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CHAPTER 2: SECTORAL DEVELOPMENTS
An analysis based on preliminary data of the sector’s performance in St. Maarten shows that the real Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) growth in 2013 resulted primarily from the manufacturing and the construction sectors,
mitigated by a decline in the financial intermediation sector. Real output growth in the manufacturing sector was
the result of more repair activities on yachts that visited St. Maarten.

(Causeway Bridge during and after completion, 2013)

Photo by: Tapra Drigo

The construction sector performed well due to an increase in both private and public investments. Public
investments rose because of public infrastructure projects, including the construction of the Simpson Bay
Causeway and completion of the National Institute for Professional Advancement institution. Additionally, during
2013 the airport commenced their major refurbishing and extension of its facilities, likewise the ongoing
development of the Indigo bay project.

(Ongoing development project of Indigo Bay)

Photo by: Wendy Jack

With the slight increase observed within the cruise and stay-over sector, activities in the wholesale and retail
trade sector also expanded. Although activities started rather slowly for the Harbour and Airport for 2013, it picked
up significantly during the latter part.
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SECTORAL OUTLOOK 2014
The 2014 outlook for the real sector is positive. This will be driven mainly by the tourism, transportation, and
marine trade sectors. The positive development in the tourism sector is based on the projected acceleration of
real GDP growth in the U.S.

(Seneca Condominium Construction)

Photo by: Leonie van Rest

The construction industry is likely to propel the positive outlook for 2014 since a number of investment projects
are postponed. These investments include; construction of the new dock at the harbor to facilitate additional
cruise ships and the ongoing renovations and refurbishment of the various hotels and guest houses. Additionally,
for 2014 the Princess Juliana International Airport will be undertaking projects which include; the complete
rehabilitation of the runway; expansion facilities for helicopters and parking for private jets; relocation and
renovation of the fuel farm and renovations to the existing cargo building at the current location. This level of
operations as mentioned will definitely have a positive impact on the construction industry.
With the approval of the 2014 fiscal budget and the authorization of the Committee for Financial Supervision
(CFT) to borrow loans for capital investments, it is expected that the government investments and fiscal
incentives will aide to stimulate the economy and increase the confidence in the real sector.
Government’s planned overall capital investments for 2014 includes; repair work to Front Street and Back Street
of Philipsburg, the completion of the government building and the rejuvenation and commercialization of the lower
Philipsburg (Down Street) business area of Philipsburg as part of its plans to stimulate St. Maarten’s economy,
restore investors’ confidence, creation of jobs and private demand stimulation.
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CHAPTER 3: EXTERNAL SECTOR
This sector focuses on St. Maarten’s trade relationship with other countries and the performances of the various
sectors within the tourism industry, since our main trade of goods and service is tourism. St. Maarten’s trade is
categorized as merchandise, transportation, travel (which is tourism) and other services. It should be noted, that
on average 72 percent of our exports are derived from tourism services. Over the past four years overall exports
of goods and services have been on the increase, with the main component being travel tourism. This is followed
by the exports of other services (14%) like financial services and construction and repairs services. Other exports,
are the exports of merchandize (11%) and transportation services (3%). This is illustrated in graph 1 below which
shows the average export over the period 2010-2013.

(Container movements, SXM) Photo by: Wendy Jack
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Graph 1: Average Exports by Category 2010-2013

Average Export by Category 2010-2013
11%

14%

Merchandise

3%

Transport
Travel
Other

72%

Source: Central Bank of Curacao and St. Maarten

As illustrated in table 9 below, for the year 2013, exports are estimated to have grown by 3.6 percent which
represents an estimated Naf 76 million, increasing from Naf 2 billion to Naf 2.1 billion. Of the total exports Naf 1.5
billion are tourism related. Tourism related exports are estimated to have increased by Naf64 million when
compared to the year 2012, increasing from Naf 1,507 billion to Naf 1,571 billion. This represents a growth of 4.2
percent. This growth pattern is substantiated with the growth realized within the cruise and stay-over industry for
2013. With regard to imports for 2013, there was an estimated 3.4 percent growth. This represents an increase
of Naf 64 million when compared to 2012. Due to the fact that St. Maarten’s import bill is dominated by the import
of merchandize.
Table 9: Balance of Payment Extract of St. Maarten 2010-2013
2010

2011

2012

2013

Exports (Naf Millions)

1,669

1,842

2,095

2,171

% Change
2012/2013
3.6

Tourism Related Exports (Naf Millions)

1,207

1,287

1,507

1,571

4.2

Imports (Naf Millions)

1,667

1,737

1,837

1,901

3.4
Source: CBCS/EVT
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Stay-over Tourism- St. Maarten

Photo by: PJIAE

Stay-over arrivals to St. Maarten increased by 2.3% in the year 2013. This represents 47,426 nights extra for
2013, with the assumption that stay-over per tourist is 4.5 nights on average. The increase can be attributed to
the continual promotional rates of the hotel industry and continuous airlift from key regions.

Table 10: Stay-over Arrivals Jan - Dec 2012/2013

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sept
Oct
Nov
Dec
Total

2012
47,899
48,523
50,189
41,815
33,893
32,505
38,643
33,766
20,057
25,247
36,405
47,778
456,720

2013
47,812
48,052
54,369
40,882
33,896
33,453
37,056
36,678
19,591
26,625
38,276
50,569
467,259

Difference
-87
-471
4,180
-933
3
948
-1,587
2,912
-466
1,378
1,871
2,791
10,539

% change
-0.18
-0.97
8.33
-2.23
0.01
2.92
-4.11
8.62
-2.32
5.46
5.14
5.84
2.31
Source: Tourism Office/EVT
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Total number of stay-over visitors up to December 2013 amounted to 467,259, as compared to 456,720 visitors
for December 2012. As noticed in table 10 for the first six months of the year, only March month had a significant
growth of 8.3 percent and followed by the month of June with 2.9 percent growth. This pattern for the first six
months of the year generated an average month by month growth of an estimated 1.3 percent. For the second
half of the year however, a more positive development occurred with an average month by month growth of 3.1
percent in which four of the six months had a growth of 5 percent and above. This is a positive sign, as stay-over
arrivals is above average for the entire 12 months of 2013 compared to those 12 months over the last ten years.
Cruise Tourism-St. Maarten

Photo by: Wendy Jack
Table 11: Cruise Arrivals Jan - Dec 2012/2013
2012

2013

Difference

% change

Jan

250,610

258,431

7,821

3.1

Feb

247,064

206,031

-41,033

-16.6

Mar

235,854

218,995

-16,859

-7.1

April

184,276

171,109

-13,167

-7.1

May

76,476

84,588

8,112

10.6

Jun

77,211

79,904

2,693

3.5

Jul

74,707

95,684

20,977

28.1

Aug

82,290

80,226

-2,064

-2.5

Sept

59,864

59,641

-223

-0.4

Oct

77,691

77,036

-655

-0.8

Nov

160,269

202,654

42,385

26.4

Dec

226,903

251,371

24,468

10.8

Total

1,753,215

1,785,670

32,455
1.9
Source: St. Maarten Harbour Holding Company/EVT
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Cruise passenger arrivals for 2013 amounted to 1,785,670 compared to 1,753,215 in 2012. This indicates a 1.9
percent increase in arrivals which represent 32,455 more cruise passengers when comparing the years 2013 and
2012. Although the year started with a relatively low performance with only 3 percent growth in the month of
January and further declining in the 3 months following, the industry picked up towards the end of the year with a
remarkable performance. The considered low season performed well with significant growth in May and July
likewise with the months of November and December. With regards to cruise ship calls for 2013, this increased
by 1.4 percent with a total of 631 calls when compared to 2012 with 622 calls.
According to the St. Maarten Harbour Holding Company, the increase in calls of 1.4% for the year 2013 was due
to higher demand, hence more bookings amongst a number of the cruise lines to the Caribbean region. This was
also apparent in the increase in arrivals during this period for some of our competing cruise destinations in the
region.
Occupancy
Combined Occupancy (Hotel and Timeshare) for the entire year 2013 was recorded at 69 percent compared to
63.3 percent for 2012. This represents an increase of 5.7 percent. This increase in occupancy for the year was
well supported during the first quarter whereby January recorded a combined hotel and timeshare occupancy
figure of 80.8 per cent, February 87.3 percent, March 79.7 percent and April 73.4 percent. 2 March and April were
sustained in large part by the Heineken Regatta and Carnival respectively. Likewise, in the second quarter of the
year which experienced an increased occupancy rate when compared to 2012, was due to the hosting of the X
Games event that drew a large number of persons to the island.
In the midst of the second quarter, St. Maarten’s occupancy figures started their annual decline into the so-called
“low season.” However, for the year 2013, the low season showed better results than the previous year.
Combined hotel and timeshare occupancy figures from May to September 2013 were recorded at 59.7 percent
compared to 53 percent for the same period of the previous year. Heading into the last quarter, occupancy rate
for hotel and timeshare properties was higher than the year before. Hotel occupancy for October 2013 was
recorded at 50 percent compared to 38.3 per cent in 2012. November was at 64.6 percent compared to 56.2
percent in 2012 and December was at 72.4 percent compared to 68.9 per cent in December 2012. Timeshare
occupancy was recorded at 61.8 percent for October 2013, 76.9 percent for November 2013 and 77.4 percent for
December 2013.3

2

3

These figures do not include all of the major hotels and guest houses but rather of those that are members of the SHTA.
Source: SHTA
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EXTERNAL SECTOR OUTLOOK 2014
This section focuses mainly on the outlook of the tourism industry since the export of goods and services in St.
Maarten is mainly driven by tourism (72%).
Over the period 2010-2013, there was an increase of approximately 29.3 percent in the value of the export of
goods and services from St. Maarten. This is on average more than 9 percent increase per year. This accounts
for an increase of Naf 490 million in exports of which Naf 352 million of this amount is contributed by tourism
exports. Over the same period St. Maarten realized a growth of 18 percent and 5.4 percent in cruise arrival and
stay over arrivals to the island respectively. This is illustrated in table 12 below.
Table 12: Trade & Tourism Indicators 2010-2014
Actuals

2010

Exports
Imports
Tourism Receipts
Stay Over Arrivals
Cruise Arrivals
Total Arrivals

2011

1,670
1,842
1,667
1,736
1,207
1,287
443,136
424,340
1,512,618 1,656,159
1,955,754 2,080,499

2012

2,095
1,838
1,507
456,720
1,753,215
2,209,935

% Change

2013e

2014f

2011 2012 2013e 2014f

2,171
2,235
10.3 13.7
1,904
1,972
4.3 10.3
1,571
1,622
-2.9 4.2
467,259
472,215 -4.2 7.6
1,785,670 1,806,400 9.5 5.9
2,252,929 2,278,615 0.1 0.1

3.6
3.4
5.9
2.3
1.9
0.0

2.9
3.7
3.3
1.1
1.2
1.1

Source: CBCS/STB/ EVT

The outlook for the export sector of St. Maarten for 2014 is positive based on projected figures. In addition, the
UNWTO long term forecasts of international tourist arrivals to grow between 4 to 5 percent in 2014, aided with the
planned activities of the St. Maarten Harbour Holding Company of extending the port facilities to accommodate
more cruise ships at one time and also welcoming inaugural berthing of new ships as of the first month of the
year 2014.
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Photo By: Wendy Jack

Additionally, the combined marketing initiative between the St. Maarten Tourism Bureau and the St. Maarten
Hospitality and Trade Association is also expected to improve the tourism export performance through increased
campaigns that will hopefully increase bookings for the 2014 summer season. This initiative is expected to take
effect as of the first quarter of 2014.
Cruise arrivals to the island are projected to increase 1.2 percent for 2014 coming of the heels of 1.9 percent
growth for 2013. Hence, increasing from 1,785,670 arrivals in 2013 to an estimated 1,809,400 cruise arrivals in
2014. Stay-over arrivals for 2014 are projected to grow 1.1 percent, moving from 467,259 arrivals in 2013 to
472,215 for 2014. Regarding occupancy rate, based on the last figures collected for 2013 especially during the
last quarter, the outlook for 2014 is very promising. Projections by industry experts are that the destination would
have a good year and an even better start to its peak season, based on a slightly better world economy and
reports that travel tourism was starting an upward trend since 2012. Figures were provided by St. Maarten
Hospitality and Trade Association (SHTA).

Photo By: Richard Hazel
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With the aforementioned developments in the tourism sector, overall exports are projected to increase in real
terms by 2.9 percent moving from an estimated Naf 2,171 million to Naf 2,235 million in 2014. This increase in
exports comprises of an increase in tourism receipts of 3.3 percent, increasing from Naf 1,571 million to Naf
1,622 million. On the other hand, imports are projected to increase with 3.6 percent, moving from Naf.1,904 in
2013 to Naf.1,973 in 2014. As exports of goods and services are higher than imports of goods and services, St.
Maarten is expected to have positive net exports and contribute positively to the current account of the monetary
union with Curaçao in 2014.
Tourism highlights 2013-2014:
The following are some tourism highlights for 2013-2014.
Resort Enhancements:

Sonesta Great Bay Beach Resort & Casino - renovated and rebranded to appeal to a more adult
audience;

The Towers at Mullet Bay - realized a multi-million dollar renovation and is scheduled to complete first
quarter of 2014;

Oyster Bay Beach Resort - completed remodeling of the units in a "classy Caribbean" style with
additional modernization and refreshing of each unit;

Sapphire Beach Club Resort - recently unveiled a newly-renovated on-site bar and restaurant.
New Developments 2013 - 2014:







Baker's Suites - St. Maarten's first and only all-suites boutique hotel has recently opened in Simpson
Bay;
The Blue Mall - 110,000 sq. ft. shopping center officially opened its doors;
Completion of Simpson Bay Causeway Bridge - a swing bridge which will alleviate traffic and improve
accessibility to Simpson Bay commercial area and the airport;
New marina at the Oyster Bay Beach Resort with 38 boat slips to enhance the marine industry.

Upcoming Events 2013 - 2014
St. Maarten Heineken Regatta has showcased top boats;

45th Annual Carnival celebration, taking place April 21 - May 5. St. Maarten Carnival is the island's
largest celebration featuring colorful parades, pageants, musical performances and other activities
culminating with the traditional "Burning of King Momo”;

Hosting of the 21st Annual Florida-Caribbean Cruise Association (FCCA) Cruise Conference and Trade
Show. The event will bring together more than 1,000 cruise industry partners and approximately 100
cruise executives when St. Maarten hosts the mega event during Sept./Oct. 2014.
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Key internal tasks for the St. Maarten’s tourism industry for 2014:
St. Maarten has the following internal challenges for 2014.
•

Privatization of the St. Maarten Tourism Bureau;
A dynamic tourist bureau will be able to react quickly in the market and improve the tourism product and
increase exports;

•

Implementation of the TSIS data system;
This system will provide key tourism data to monitor the tourism sector. Most of St. Maarten’s
competitors in the Caribbean have accurate tourism data to monitor the economy and take action. This
system will provide the necessary data;

•

Improving coordination of the marketing/branding efforts between private and public sectors. St. Maarten
lacks sufficient marketing funds for effective worldwide marketing compared to our competitors;

•

Marketing of the tourism product to prospective visitors. Several of our competitors have significant
tourism marketing budgets competing for the visitor’s attention;

•

Providing better training and education of St. Maarten’s community and business infrastructure to
support the friendly tourism environment promised in the marketing campaigns;

•

Improving its service to the customers to ensure they return to the island. Tourism is a service business;

•

Improving and providing guest satisfaction and product quality;

•

Obtaining strategic alliances with airlines, tour operators and other countries;

•

Having a flexible labor platform and coordination for education curricula development to ensure an
adequate work force;

•

Finding an alternative to the high cost of doing business that is leading to reduced profitability.

CHAPTER 4: FISCAL SECTOR

Table 13: Fiscal Deficit/Surplus 2011-2013
2011

2012

2013

Revenues

402.6

450.9

422.0

Expenditures

407.7

434.3

426.9

Fiscal Surplus/Deficit

-5.1

16.6

-4.9
Source: MinFin/ EVT
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Analysis of the fiscal sector for 2013 indicates a decrease in both revenues and expenditures. However, the
proportion decrease in revenues is much greater than the decrease in expenditures for the same period. Total
revenues for the period were Naf 422.0 million, while expenditures amounted to Naf 426.9 million. This is an
increase on the current account deficit for the year 2013 of Naf 4.9 million. This indicates the government having
to finance operational expenditures via other sources. This is illustrated in table 13 above. This increase in the
current account deficit can have ill effects since the government had no borrowing alternative and had to tap into
their reserves.
Government Revenues
Table 14: Government Revenues 2011-2013
REVENUES ( Naf Millions)

2011

2012

2013

Diff. 2013/2012

% Change
2013/2012

Rest Income to Government from Enterprises
Indirect Taxes
Direct Taxes from Enterprises
Direct Taxes from Households
Transfers from Households
Total Revenues

33
145
27
122
75
402.6

64.5
179.6
22.4
125.4
59.0
450.9

15.7
179.2
22.2
128.2
76.8
422.0

-48.8
-0.4
-0.2
2.8
17.8
-28.9

-75.6
-0.2
-1.0
2.2
30.2
-6.4

Source: MinFin/ EVT
Government revenues for the period January – December 2013, saw a decrease of 6.4 percent, this account for
Naf 28.9 million shortfall when compared to 2012. The release of provisions of Naf 39.9 million and the release of
other payables of Naf 6.7 million, summing to a total of Naf 450.9 million in 2012, are one of the main reasons for
the difference in revenues between 2012 and 2013. This release of provisions and other payables is captured as
Rest Income to Government in the above table, thus accounting for the huge indifference of Naf 48.8 million when
comparing the two periods of 2012 and 2013. On the other hand, an extra Naf 15 million was received from
GEBE as an extra concession fee in 2013 when compared to 2012. This concession fee relates to the years
2014, 2015 and 2016 and was captured as revenue in 2013 reporting.
Indirect taxes to government (which comprises of Turnover Tax (ToT), timeshare, vehicle rental tax, room tax,
road tax, transfer tax, gasoline excise tax and other tax) – didn’t change much over the period. However, TOT
increased with 4.6% whereas room tax decreased with 26%, transfer tax decreased with 8.8% and road tax
decreased with 15.3%. The drop in revenues for road tax is mainly due to the fact that there was the elimination
of the issuance of license plates or stickers in 2013.
Direct tax on enterprises which is the profit tax decreased 1.0 percent, while direct taxes from households (which
is the wage tax) increase Naf 2.8 million which accounts to 2.2 percent for 2013. Transfers from households
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(which includes; license rights, concession, student loans, business license, and stamp tax, among others)
decreased by 30.2 percent for 2013, this account for Naf 17.8 million indifference.
Government Expenditures
Table 15: Government Expenditures 2011-2013
EXPENDITURES (Naf Millions)

2011

2012

2013

Diff.
2013/2012

% Change

Government Material Consumption

108.6

133.9

108.1

-25.8

-19.3

Wage Bill of Government

157.8

177.7

183.5

5.8

3.3

Interest paid by Government
Subsidies on prices
Transfers to Households

11.8

11.6

10.8

-0.8

-6.9

104.1

86.6

85.2

-1.4

-1.6

25.5

24.4

39.3

14.9

60.8

Total Expenditures

407.7

434.3

426.9

-7.3

-1.7

2013/2012

Source: MinFin/ EVT

Total government expenditures for the year of 2013 saw a decrease of Naf 7.3 million. Expenses reported a
decrease from Naf 434.3 million in 2012 to Naf 426.9 million in 2013. This amount indicates Naf 7.3 million or 1.7
percent decrease as illustrated in the table 15 below.
Government consumption of goods and services saw a drop of 19.3 percent, while subsidies and interest also
decrease 1.6 percent and 6.9 percent respectively. These three categories together, amounted to a total
decrease of Naf 28 million.
The wage bill and transfers to households (which includes expenditures like creditors, study loans and Bureau
Social Insurance) increased during the year 2013. Wage bill increased 3.3 percent which amount to Naf 5.8
million, while transfers to households increased 60.8 percent which amounted to Naf 14.9 million. The transfers to
households increased as a result of regular payments to the Bureau Social Insurance, which were not paid in
previous years.
Table 16: Capital Investments 2011-2013

Gross Investments of Government

2011

2012

2013

10.3

25.9

15.9
Source: Minfin

The above expenditures figures do not include capital investments of the government. Capital investment for
2013 amounted to Naf 15.9 million of which Naf 12.3 million was for investments and Naf 3.5 million towards
study financing.
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It should be noted however, that since government was not allowed to borrow over the last years, most of the
financing of these capital expenditures were done through the tapping in of government reserves and term
deposit.
FISCAL SECTOR OUTLOOK 2014
The fiscal outlook for 2014 is based on the approved fiscal budget for 2014. This budget was prepared and
discussed during the first quarter of 2014. Noted specific adjustments for this year as against the budget of 2013
are the projected reduction in the revenues and expenditures for 2014. The fiscal budget for 2014 has an
estimated reduction of Naf 13.6 million. This proposed decreased were aligned basically with the realized figures
of the fiscal year 2013.
REVENUES (Naf Millions)

Table 17: Budgeted Revenues 2013-2014
2013

2014

Diff. 2014/2013

Rest Income to Government from Enterprises
Indirect Taxes
Direct Taxes from Enterprises
Direct Taxes from Households
Transfers from Households

73.6
148.0
25.0
131.3
62.4

71.3
143.4
24.2
127.3
60.5

-2.3
-4.6
-0.8
-4.1
-1.9

Total Revenues

440.3

426.7

-13.6
Source: Minfin/EVT

Of the proposed budgeted amount, Naf 127.3 million will be generated from direct tax on households (wage tax),
which indicates a decrease of Naf.4.1 million. Indirect taxes are expected to decrease by Naf 4.6 million. The
projected 2014 profit tax projected is Naf 24.2 million, this account for a Naf 0.8 million decrease when compared
to the 2013 budget. Other general taxes on households and businesses are estimated at Naf 71.3 million, while
other levies and retributions are estimated at Naf 60.5 million.

EXPENDITURES (Naf Millions)

Table 18: Budgeted Expenditures 2013 - 2014
2013

Government Material Consumption
Wage Bill of Government
Interest paid by Government
Subsidies on prices
Transfers to Households
Depreciation
Total Expenditures

107.90
183.24
9.65
106.76
28.40
4.41
440.3

2014

Diff. 2014/2013

111.4
176.0
10.8
100.6
23.4
4.4
426.7

3.5
-7.2
1.2
-6.2
-5.0
0.0
-13.7
Source: Minfin/EVT
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With regards to government’s expenditures for 2014, there is a projected decrease of 13.7 percent when
compared to the budget of 2013. This decrease is substantiated by the proposed reduction in the areas of
government’s wage bill by 7.2 percent, subsidies of 6.2 percent, and transfers to households of 5.0 percent.
Increased expenditures are expected in the areas of interests to be paid by government by 1.2 percent and
government consumption of goods and services with 3.5 percent. This is illustrated in the table above. It should
be noted also, EVT conservatively project capital investment of Naf 15.3 million for the year 2014. This is likely to
increase the amount budgeted from an estimated Naf 426.7 to Naf 441.0 million for 2014.

Key Fiscal Challenges for 2014
•

Integration of the Tax office, Inspectorate and Receiver not only digitally but also physically;

•

Placement of the Inspectorate and Receiver in one building;

•

Tapping into the possibility offered by Holland in the past to take over the systems running in the Dutch
States for free.

•

Focusing on the reorganization of the existing tax laws first before overhauling them. Making small
modifications to the existing laws in combination with efficient and client friendly treatment of the
taxpayers leading to more sustainable income, without further increasing the tax burden;

•

Giving special attention to the expenditures, specifically the personnel expenses;

•

Proper indexation and promotions factors are required; Negotiations with the unions are required;

•

Preparation of a document with possible projects that we may choose to (partly) implement with other
measures to ensure a sound budget 2014 and multiannual budget 2014-2018 that passes all tests of
good governance.

CHAPTER 5: MONETARY SECTOR
Inflation
With the compilation of consumer price index data gathered by the Statistical Department, analysis have
indicated that when comparing average consumer prices over a twelve month period (Dec. 2012 to Dec. 2013),
an increase of 2.5 percent was recorded compared to the same period one year earlier. Inflation has shown an
overall decline in 2013 (2.5%) compared to the rate of inflation recorded in 2012 (4.0%). This is also notable in
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the major expenditure categories; ‘Food’, ‘Housing’ and ‘Transport & Communication’ which recorded rates 50
percent lower than that of 2012.

Inflation

(% change of the year-average CPI)

Graph 2: Annual Inflation on St. Maarten for the Major Expenditure Categories 2012-2013
Annual Inflation on St. Maarten for the Major Expenditure Categories 20122013
10.0%
9.0%
8.0%
7.0%
6.0%
5.0%
4.0%
3.0%
2.0%
1.0%
0.0%

2012

2013

Food

9.1%

6.3%

Housing

4.5%

0.8%

Transport and
Telecommunication

1.8%

0.9%

Source: STAT

The annual inflation recorded amongst the major expenditure categories ‘Housing’ (39%), ‘Transport &
Communication’ (20%) and ‘Food’ (10%) over the past 2 year period is depicted in Graph 2 above. Quite notable
is the decrease in each of the major categories for 2013 when compared to 2012. Equally notable is the low level
of inflation recorded in 2013 for the expenditure categories Housing, Transport and Telecommunication.
Possible reasons for such development as outlined above are due to the fact that world oil prices have been
dropping constantly during the year 2013. This drop in price is due to a drop in demand as most economies are
exploring alternative energy sources. Since St. Maarten is a cost absorbing economy such decrease in cost is
inevitable passed on to the consumer.
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MONETARY SECTOR OUTLOOK 2014
For 2014 a further decrease in the rate of inflation are projected. EVT’s preliminary projection for 2014 is a rate of
1.9 percent. This projection is very much substantiated by deafening calls and proposed policies by St. Maarten’s
trade partners to advert to other form of energy, which is expected to reduce cost of production. Additionally, with
the government planned transition to more sustainable source of energy, any decrease in production will likely
have a cost reduction passed on to the consumer.
Risk and Forecasting Assessments
The estimates and indicators for 2013 presented in this report are preliminary and therefore need to be seen as
the best estimate based on all current quantitative economic data and expert knowledge available on publication
date. The estimates and projections are based on statistical information available. Minor discrepancies between
sums of basic figures and totals shown reflect rounding, therefore the forecasts include a margin of error.
The margin of errors surrounding the 2014 economic outlook of this report are mainly related to external
developments, given the open nature of St. Maarten’s economy and its small size. Key challenges in 2014 for the
tourism sector are; the increase in regional competition, the increase in airfares to St. Maarten in comparison to
other Islands, reduced promotion of the island in the international markets, high unemployment and the tightening
of the fiscal belt in the U.S., which has a direct effect on disposable income and the demand for travel.
The U.S. market remains crucial for St. Maarten’s tourism industry. With the recent passing of a 1.1 trillion
spending bill in the U.S., there are expected improvements in the U.S. consumer confidence and employment,
which have an upward effect on the outlook regarding visitor’s arrivals.
Uncertainties surrounding inflation pressures on St. Maarten are mainly related to the effect of expected global
demand on food and oil prices. With growing international demand on these products, food and oil prices are
expected to have an upward effect on the price of our imports. However, there are no indications to assume rising
prices in the short run. If this risk materializes, its effects will be marginal and felt at the end of 2014.
Domestic risks coincides with any delay to the execution of the planned projects by government entities, the
spillover effects of government’s well-trimmed 2014 fiscal budgeted expenditures and the uncertainties of
proposed capital investments by the government. However, with the remedial works in tourism infrastructure,
upgrading of Philipsburg and the completion of the government’s administrative building, consumer confidence
and the employment rate are expected to be positively stimulated.
The macroeconomic model for St. Maarten’s economy plays an important role in the production of EVT’s
forecasts. The model is supplied with historical data, basic assumptions about economic policy, and international
developments. The necessary data from the past is taken from the Department of Statistics, Central Bank of
Curacao and St. Maarten, Ministry of Finance, St. Maarten Harbour Holding Companies and other stakeholder
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organizations. If no actual figures are available, EVT in turn makes its own estimates based on expert opinion.
The assumptions are based on policy intentions set out by the government while international economic
developments are evaluated by EVT. The Department of EVT relies partly on forecasts and analyses done by
organizations such as the OECD and the IMF. To improve its predictions, EVT uses several other information
sources. These include the views of experts, for instance with regard to investment trends and developments in
particular sectors.
CONCLUSION
In summary from an international perspective, global growth remains weak, although its underlying forces are
continually changing. Consequently, new policy challenges are arising and the spillovers from these policies may
pose greater distress. For the most part, some markets are convinced that U.S. monetary policy is reaching a
turning point, which has led to an unexpectedly large increase in long-term yields in the U.S. and many other
economies, in spite of the Federal Reserve’s recent decision to maintain its asset purchases. This change
however, could pose risks for emerging market economies, whereby activity is slowing and asset quality
weakening.
According to the IMF, real GDP growth has disappointed in the emerging market and developing economies,
while growth in advanced economies has remained in line with projections. Reasons for the weaker growth differ
across emerging markets and developing economies and may include tightening capacity constraints, stabilizing
or dropping commodity prices, less policy support, and slowing credit after a period of rapid financial deepening.
For St. Maarten, despite the fiscal headwinds with revenue collection and fiscal deficit, the economic picture
continues to show slow improvement at the end of 2013 and continuing into 2014. St. Maarten has experienced
low growth for the year 2013 when compared to the year 2012, largely due to the external developments of the
U.S. and European economies. This trend is expected into 2014 with increased economic developments
especially in the external sector, taking into consideration the economic projection of the U.S. economy mainly,
which generally spills over.
However, despite the projected growth of the economy of St. Maarten for 2014; there are a number of sectorial
initiatives that should be considered to ensure continued economic growth and stability. In the external sector,
while stay-over and cruise tourism are expected to slightly pick-up for the year 2014, St. Maarten should consider
looking into more alternative means to boost the tourism product further growth of the industry. Cruise tourism is
projected to keep in line with its current growth rate. The continued ongoing tourism-related projects, therefore the
TSIS implementation and the privatization of the St. Maarten Tourist Bureau will set the stage for enhanced
growth in the tourism industry.
From a trade and fiscal perspective, St. Maarten which is tied to Curaçao through a monetary union and has a
crucial role therein, the fiscal situation of Curaçao and the deficit on the current account needs to be monitored,
as it can affect the position of St. Maarten.
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In general, the macroeconomic indicators for the year 2014 show a modest and stable forecast implying that
conditions are likely to gradually improve for the near future. In support of this, activities of growth have been
slowly picking up in various emerging market economies reflecting a recovering external environment. The
increase in consumer spending and with the private sector gaining power, are additional factors that will influence
the outlook of the economy.
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Thank You

EVT would also like to take the initiative to thank all the internal and external stakeholders who have been
supportive with the provision of data. Therefore it is important to emphasize that this publication analysis is again
reliant on the provision of up to date and timely submission of economic data. For further information on this
Macro Monitor report, the Department of Economic Affairs, Transport and Telecommunication can be contacted,
via telephone number 1-721-549-0220. Inquiries may be made via EVT.Inquiries@sintmaartengov.org. Copies of
the report can be obtained via the Government website www.sintmaartengov.org, located under the Ministry of
Tourism, Transport and Telecommunication, via the Department of Economic Affairs, Transportation and
Telecommunication.
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Department of Economic Affairs, Transportation & Telecommunication
Juancho Yrausquin Boulevard #6
Tel: 1(721) 549-0220
Fax: 1(721) 542-3111
Evt.Inquiries@sintmaartengov.org

www.sintmaartengov.org
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